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Abstract

A series of studies on observer biases revealed that
simply informing observers of experimental hypotheses doesnot produce observational data consonant with those hypo-theses. However, questionnaire responses following an
experiment with different induced expectations does produce
global data consonant with experimental hypotheses. In
addition, if the observers are informed of the experimental
hypotheses and the investigator provides daily feedback tothe obeervers indicating how well their data support his
hypotheses, the observers will report data consonant withthose hypotheses. The method of investigation in the stud-ies reported involved having observers watch specially pre-
pared video tapes of children who exhibited significant
amounts of disruptive behavior. Following a pre-treatment
or baseAne period, observers were then asked to watch
video tapes on which children displayed no change or marked
reductions in disruptive behavior during a "treatment per-iod." While observer biases per se did not result in con-founded data in any of the studies, an unanticipated pro-blem of observer drift or changing observational criteria
can result in seriously confounded data where groups of
observers initially trained together are later assigned todifferent treatment conditions. Similarly, experimenters
can inadvertently shape data consonant with their experi-
mental hypotheses where they inform the observers of the
expected treatment outcome and give them feedback regardinghow well their data conform with that expectation.



Tntroduction

The L:ceeclance ee ,se- ar.leres el:eervers and
experimenters .as sprans e'ser. fashion by
Rosenthal in 1-3.63, eed eines: Lhat tims scctancy studies
have assumed a p:esi-ine ef Sieretc_ eseieinence ie various
circles. le a protetype syeerimen: (se -et:Sel s roee,
1963), naive rats were rendoelis aseign w. reups of
experimenters sn a maze lealninq steady. One greep of exper-
imenters (undergraduates) were telS that i:hey wei testing
maze-bright animals and the other croup of expeimenters
were told that they were testing maze-dull animals. Exper-
imenters who were tel0 that their animals were bright re-
22Ited faster learning times for their animals than the
experimenters who we :old that the animals were maze
dell. Rosenthe exteeded a variant this work to class-
reseal settings iere he Snfermed teeel-:ers thas eerlain ean-
Ss:ay 'elected children th their c) c: weee eeeirters 'i.e.
"Iaee eleomers" with unrealized aceseeee selSential). On
the basie of pre- and post-teesing ie heJ and spring
it wae found that children in the eeserimentaL group, i.e.,
spurters, had a greater increase ie IQ than did, the controls
(Rosenthal S Jacoesen, 1966). Part of the heat generated
from the Rosenthal studies is of curse due te the possibil-
ity th3t all nsychological experimentatien involving an
informef' human observer could be confounded by the observer
bias. However, another equally importer- reason for such
heat is due to the failure of many people le replScate
Rosenthal's work in both the laboretory and Use classroom
(Barber & Silver, 1068; clairborn, 1969). Desp.te the
failures to replicate and extensivf critiejsme of Rosenthal'
methodology (Snow, 1968; Thorndike, 1966), Lnvestigators
applying learning principles to the modifieation of behavior
have taken note of the expectancy phenomenon. Foe example,
Thomas, Becker, and Armstrong (1968) noted That their
observers were not informed of changes in experimental con-
ditions. McKenzie, Clark, Wolf, Kothera, and Benson (1968)
noted that their olservers were not informed of the type
of home based token procedure utilized In their study nor
were they informed when the token program was put into eff-
ect. In order to "control for any bias in ratings," O'Conn-
or (1968) kept observers unaware of aesiqnment of subjects
to various treatment or control cenditeons and each o'rsser-
ver watched a random combination of tceated and control
subjects. Bushel?, Wrobel, and Michaelis (1968) had class-
room observers record behavior descriptions which were later
coded as study or non-study behavior. As they stated, "A
description might nave been coded Rol-Study on Day 15 and
'Study" on Day 19 simply because the observer expected study
behavior to increase during the final contingent (or treat-
ment phase)." Conseq.iently, Bushell et. al., trained new
coders who had no knowledge of the details of the original
investigations. Despite these precautions and the more



systematic coding check of Bushell et al., there has been
only one study dealing with. the effects of olserver bias
in the classroom studies where the biases or expectations
were independently manipulated (Kass & O'Leary, 1970). As
a side issue in a study several years ago Scott, Furton,
and Yarrow (1967) did find a significant difference in the
observations of one informed observer and a group of unin-
formed observers--using positive and negative acts as de-
pendent measures. That is the informed observer's records
were more confirming of the experimental hypothesis than
were those of the uninformed observers. However, the Scott,
Burton, and Yarrow study used only one informed observer
(the senior author) and the dependent measures were rather
global; e.g., positive acts included suggestions, sharing
ideas, helping, showing concern for otners,and carrying on
friendly conversation. In addition, many of the subcateg-
ories were quite unreliable with reliabilities ranging from
-.09 to .80. More importantly, even though experimenters
may not inform their observers of the informal hypotheses,
the observers may easily become aware of any experimental
changes For example, in a study by Madsen, Becker, and
Thomas (1968) w'sere teachers were told to praise appropriate
behavior and ignore disruptive behavior, the observers were
not informed of the experimental conditions, but the inves-
tigators noted that the changes were often dramatic enough
that observer comments clearly reflected programmed changes
in the teacher's behavior. Furthermore, when a treatment
condition is in effect, the experimenter or graduate assis-
tant may subtly or even overtly reinforce the observer for
bringing him "good" or confirming data with comments like
"That's really interesting," "That teacher is having some
effect on those kids,"--or more openly--"That treatment
almost never fails to produce an increase in appropriate
behavior." Because of the principal investigator's involve-
ment with token reinforcement studies (O'Leary & Becker,
19677 O'Leary, Becker, Evans, & Saudargas, 19691, and the
near impossibility of deceiving the observers about the
onset and intended experimental effects of a token program
the proT-lem of observer bias has been a particularly press-
ing problem in his research and that of others similarly
aware sf the expectancy problem and despite admonitions to
them is) carefully monitor their own behavior in this regard,
several observe 's have reported that alrhugh they were .

aware of the problem, their results might still be biased
because of their knowledge of the hypotheses of the study.

Kass and O'Leary (1970) systematically manipulated
predictions of treatment effects for three groups of observ-
ers who recorded the behavior of children from videotapes of
a classroom setting. Two groups of observers were told,
respectively, that level of disruptive behavior from "base-
line" to treatment" phases of the study a) would increase
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and b) would decrease. The third group was given no pre-
diction or results. In fact, all groups of observers
viewed the same video tapes which were selected, on the
basis of a priori ratings, to show a substantial decrease
from baseline to treatmcnt. Significant effects associated
with the main treatment ,manipulai:n wcre obtained among
the three groups or. five out of :line categories. Pecause
of differences among the Enree groups found during baseline,
an analysis of covariance was conducted. This analysis re-
vealed that after adjusting for initial differences during
baseline, the three groups still showed significant effects
on four of the five categories. Visual inspection of the
ordering of the three groups means on these four categories
revealed that on two of the four the differences clearly
were notin line with the predictions. As will be seen
later, the differences obtained in this study may have been
largely due to observer drift--or random fluctuations in
the observational criteria within the three groups.
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Procedures and Results

A. The Effects of Observer Bias

A doetoral dissertation was designed by Kent, 1972, to
assess the effects of knowledge of predicted results by
observers en behavioral recordings yenerated under circum-
stances similar to field-experirlental investigations in
behavior modification. The experimental variables were:
predicted behavior change from base'ine to treatment con-
dition (decrease vs. ne Change); actual behavior change
(decrease vs. no change); and expectation induction (prior
to baseline vs. subsequent to baseline). An observational
code developed to measure the disruptive behavior of child-
ren in a classroom was employed. The categories of behavior
comprising this code were out of chair, modified out of
chair, touching other's property, vocalization, praying,
orienting, noise, aggression and time nff task.

Forty observers were trained as a group for seventeen
sessions before assignment t the eicht experimental groups
for three additional training sessions. All groups viewed
the same "pre baseline" and "baseline" videotapes, followed
by "treatment" videotapes demonstrating either decrease or
no change Erom naseline levels of disrl2otie behavior.
Eight "baseline" and eight "treatment" ratings were obtained
on each of two target children from the five observers in
each experimental greup.

An analysis of behavioral recordings of °pre-baseline"
videotapes revealed greater than five per cent significant
differences among the experimental groups on the nine behav-
ioral categories prior to the experimental. manipulations.
Analysis of "pre-baseline" and "baseline" recordings of
four greups which received no experimental intervention un-
til immediately prior to viewing the "treatment" videotapes
revealed: a) greater than five per cent significant diff-
erences among the experimental groups; b) a greater number
of significant differences among "baseline" than "pre-base-
line" ocerdings and c) virtually no similaaity between
particular differences which existed in "pre-baseline" and
"baseline" recordings. Under this circumstance, the diff-
erences in behavioral recordings as a function of the exper-
imental manipulation were completely and inextricably con-
founded with differences which evolved spontaneously among
the expeeimenial groups, That is, groups of re servers tend
to "drift" or randomly modify their definirions of the beh-
avioral code.

The problem of ol-server drift was completely unanticip-
ated and this drift may have accounted for the differences
attributed to expectation in the Kass and O'Leary, 1970,
study. The groups of observerslin the Kass and O'Leary stud:
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were trained separately and were later assigned to separate
expectation groups. In fact, the pretreatment differences
of 'ass and O'Leary (1970) and Kent (L972) are n' -w clearly
attributablc to this :)bservati(,nal

Because L1( pr ,1:.

Kent, O'Leary, Diament, z::Jd 39 i2) (:(signLd a study
tD re-examine the ofteefE f predictE:C results (expectation;
on the observational zeccrdings of trained ol3ervers. This
study was specially den.gned to avoid the possibility that
differential "drift" eefinition of thc behavior ccie in
the experimental conditions wou1C ccmff,unded with the
effects of predicted results. Vicleotapos in.a
classroom during "baselino" and Itreatmen':" conditions were
rated by two groups of of servers, employi-tc a standard
nine category behaviora _ode: for disruptive behavior. The
two groups of 10 observers were told that they were viewing,
respectively, the effects of a) a token program which
would dramatically reduce the level of disruptive behavior
from baseline and b) a control program which would produce
no change from baseline. In fact, the same videotapes were
viewed by all observers. A priori ratings of a pool of
videotapes were utilized to create "baseline" and "treatment
conditions which were matched for level of disruptive beL.
havior. However, after each *treatment" recording period,
observers in each group were told that a casual examination
of their recordings indicated that the predicted results
were emerging. This was intended to increase the similarit5
to field settings in which such casual feedback may often
be given, and to enhance the liklihood that biases due to
predicted results would occur. This design used, within
each experimental condition, pairs of observers who
computed reliability only wit pairs. Thus "drift"
among the five pairs of obsen, who were told they would
view the effects of a token procedure, and among the five
pairs of observers who were told they would view a control
procedure, could be separated front the effects of predicted
results on behavioral recordings. Following the final ex-
perimental session, both groups were given a questionnaire
to determine whether observers understood the results pre-
dicted for their group. In addition, observers were asked
what they anticipated and what they perceived as the results
of the experimental condition they viewed. Finally, all'
observers were asked if they felt .ney had been misinformed
about any aspect of the study.

Global evaluations of treatment effects obtained on a
post questionnaire were significantly affected by predicted
results but behavioral recordings were not. That is, al-
though there were no differences in the actual frequencies
of behavior recorded in the two experimental groups, when
observers were asked "What actually happened to the level
of disruptive behavior from the baseline to the treatment
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condition," they reported data consonant -with the experiment-
al hypotheses. Nine of the ten observers for whom a de-
crease in level of dieruptive behavior from baseline to
treatment conditions was predicted reIerted actually view-
ing a decrease. Seven of the ten ot,seevery for whom no
change was predicted repented v.ewiog no ebange.

While no obeero,atienal difference: wen. ',1tained in the
Kent et. al. (1972) t'udy that could attri anted to in-
duced expectations, it was still possible that induce° ex-
pectations combined with experimenter feedback indicating
how well the observational data fit with his predictions
would result in biased data. Consequently, a study designed
to shape data consonant wlth experimenter hypotheses was
conducted by O'Leary, Kent, and Kanowitz, 7972.

Four undergraduate females watched spfcially prepared
videotapes supposedly representing baseline and treatment
conditions in a classroom for emotionally disturbed
ren. In fact, however, there were no differences in rates
of disruptive behavior in the two conditions (the baseline
and treatment). The study was presented to the observers
as an investigation designed to replicate some earlier
research on taker, programs in which only reini.orced behaviors
in the token program decreased. It was stated that other
behaviors not reinforced would presumably not change.

After insuring adequat.: reliabilities in a pre-baseline
condition, the four obs:--rvers watchee tour baseline tapes
and then four pseudo treatment tapes. (lie exp-rimente.r gave
the four students the specific expectations egarding the
outcome of the experiment, an in addition du:: nq the pseudo
treatment condition, this experimenter gave the students
positive or negative feedback regarding how wel their data
conformed to the experimental hypotheses. More specifically,
he shaped their data recording by giving positlee feedback
to the observers only if their data conformed with the
experimental hypotheses. That is, he made positive comments
like, "T-o data really seems to he reflecting the treatment
change" or negative comments like, 'P's strange that you bay
so many disruptive behaviorB--this trt.Ltment usually works.

The observers' data were converte to difference scores
between a group of four well trained cooselveis (criterion
observers) and themselves. These differences during base-
line and treatment were then subject to an analysis of var-
iance which allowed us to separate of on the categories
predicted to decrease and those predicted not to decrease.
The data clearly supported the proposition that one can
shape data consonant with one's experimental hypotheses if,
in addition, the observers are informed of that expectation.
On two categories of behavior predicted to change, the
Changes were reported by the observers--despite the fact that
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there were ee
the criterion
not predicted
observers.

%taa: eeeeses !vs cees*ier as recorded by
eeeervers. ir. . )s..sast, un teose categories
to change, ne eeesee w reported by the

B. The Reactive ,oar .:re of RelLetility Assessment

As a resule of the Kass ane ,'Ieevy (1970) and Kent
(1972) studies, 3s. became apparce.: that observers may drift
naturally in thesr observational -:riteria when different
oeserver-groupe arc assigned t) 'e tee same phenomena.
Consequently, a study was conducsod e-es sczyk, Kent,
Diament, and O'Leary (in press) to assess wheeher observers
would modify their recordings to match reliability checkers
who adopted differin9 observational criteria. Throughout
a study, two reliability checkers employed a unique modified
version of our standard observational code. Four of the
nine categories of the behavioral rating cede were modified
to produce stable but differential observational criteria fo
the two assessors. This manipulation was interded to in-
crease the detectability of mateing by thi: oiservers of the
different observational criteria eeployed by assessor.
As a result of these modifications, tl-f) code employed by
Assessor I produced a higher freglesey than the code employe
l-.y Assessor II on two categories: vocalization and noise.
In employing the modified code, Assessor I would record
even the softest vocalizations and also any "mouthing'" the
child might make as vocalizations, while Assessor II would
record only the louder vocalizations and ignore such behavio
as humming, whispering, and sighing. Further, the behavior-
al code was modified so that Assessor IT would record a
greater frequency than Assessor 1 se two other behaviors:
playing and orienting. It was required that these differen-
tial observational criteria be sef'"ieiently well-defined
that the assessors would be relsable with each other at a
moderate level and that this level reliability between
assessors no vary across experimental oondi-,:ionc. In
short, an artificial difference was creates between the rat-
ings of Assessor I and Assessor II.

For two and one half weeks prior to the experiment each
assessor employed his respective version of the modified
code and on regu).ar but different occassions, computed total
reliability (for modified and unmodified categories combined
with each observer. Reliability was comput-e0 for, five ob-
servers a median of four times (range 2-4). These reliabil-
ity computations provided the only opportunity for observers
to note the unique observational criteria being employed
by the two assessors. At no time, however, did either
reliability assessor make any statement that overtly con-
trasted his rating criteria with those of the other assess-
or.
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Rc-F.ults of tnis kn:wiedge
which r-liability (t10%:L-q -,4as reliabiliLy pro-
duced a %ubstantia -t,setvat:oral cr:.eria. Thus.
observerb adjusted 1 r rating.crite:ia z:s functi::n of
the feednack they rccsived. That is, :;ba..---,:crs adopt
idiosyncratic rating criteria in c -,,rder match the obser-
vational criteria of their reliability checker.
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Ls

Induced :7r ae
recordings of dis:apti-J,:,
observers. Huwever., uc pct
global evaluation:; 4uch cha.,cie
is, despite the :acl_
recordings to be consonaz.1 wi-J1
when asked what their t!ec...1r,li:-:gs
study, they reported that thvy
rc:fic-cted treatment changes.

-,nfinence the
undergraduate

did influence
-,rvors. That

e a age

-v.ing the
aviors which

When experimental expectatins wer:. ,t111)Ped with shap-
ing of data consonant with experimental hyprneses, observer
recordings were markedly influenced. The im?lications of th
data were unequivocal: one should not pr- ide daily evalua-
tive feedback regarding the extent to w?(-1 eerver's
--(cordings are reflecting the expect:eci tr..2atment change.

An unantici2ated problem of obsez-J.E- was incount-
ered in this research which comoicte.!...- thy re-
uLts of one expectation study (Kent & (' 1973? and

which rendered a different interpretat-i -
study by Kass (1971). The observer c'!ri. !.5,-:.rs to a random
fIctuation in the observational criteria 1-d by groups of
cl-.servers assigned to different treatment conditions. The
phencmena of drift was clearly documented by O'Leary and
_Kent, 1973. It appears 1-hat the prccess of cc.41cputing rel-
iability and discussing differences in recording modifies
an observer's interpret-ation of the beha-i.---,ral c,Ide to more
cic.sely match those observers with whom he s ;crking. When
observers are di-:ided into differt grouos, eir":erent mod-
ificaticns of the cbservational :Ae ray emA.-117o. These
moaLtications aopear 1:-) have a r.)0-f!m .zsf; : f:ita gener-
ated all:: must be differentiated f sy:Aematic
5:ascs due to observer expectati-m-1. Thf tr.ptif.,ns of
the cbserver drift problem are very serious k,,'Leary
and Kent have suggested various ways :Ai deal with the
problem.

These data suggest that it is unwise to confound indivi-
dual observers or groups of observers wirh di!ferent experi-
mental conditions. However, even in singe up within-
subject designs, there exists the possibility '-hat oLservers
may "drift" in their applicaticee of a behaviozal code,
yllding data recorded during one experimental condition
incomparable to data recorded during a 'eubseci.e'ee condition.
Montrose Wolf (personal communication, 1972) has suggested
a procedure of training a new group of observers several
weeks after the initiation of a study and assessing their
comparability to observers who have been collecting data in
this setting. When no differences are found between the two

9



groups -f oz.sec..-er, it ,3 has not occurred.
However, in T-h r. ab:ence rri,=_ti'r, It stems pru-
dent to one -)f o::1-,founding ob-
server drift with aifferentla Int::rventions. In
between-subject deaig:ls, .;ne could employ Ft ..-;ingle group of
observers to record oata from all treatcenL groups. Alter-
nately, several groups of observers could be rotated period-
ically fr,m one treatment group to another. Clearly neither
of these procedures guarantees that the recordings from a
particular experimental condition will represent comparable
applications of the behavioral code at any two points in
time. This procedure does assure, however, that the data
from each treatment group will be equally affected by any
modifications in the behavioral code which do occur.

In within-subject designs, the critical comparisons
involve one experimental condition instituted at one time
and another condition instituted subsequently. Assuming
that observer drift is a random phenomenon, one might employ
a number of independent observer groups across all experi-
mental c;)ditions. For example, if experimental conditions
each lased a week or longer, different 01,servers or e.iffer-
ent croups of Observers could be employed on each day of the
week. Drift among group::; ,7;,01ci thus atiJ to the variation of
data from each oondition, 'out would :1..)7_ distort comparisons
of one condition to another. An alterna-o orocedure would
involve videotaping the behavior of interest during all
experimental conditions and showing these recordings to
observers in random order. When this is impractical, observ-
ation of videotapes of a sample of behavior from each exper-
imental condition would provide a measure of the veridical-
ity of behavioral recording obtained in vivo across time.
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P

Observatio. 7%.7:e Disruptiv Efhavior

1) Out er Chair --- symbol 0

Purpose: Out of chair is intend to moms tar the

gross motor behavior of the child removing
himself from his seat e:itirely. When not
permitted, such behavior (e.g., running
around r.he room) may in4:erfere with the
chilel's learning and is potentially dis-
tracting to others.

Description: Obsce:vaole movement of the child from his
chai;: when not r%.:Irmitted or requested hv
teacer. None of r-ild's weight is to
be sepprted by cha-cr, bat the child

may Ln physical contact: with chair.

Critical
Points:

Includes:

Nor of the child's weight is be suppor

ed the chair.

Child is leaning on desk and has either
lost all contact with the chair or none of
his ;eight is actually ;.)eing supported by
the chair.

Time limits on the fe:lowine beginning
with teacher's permission. Allow 15
seconds for a child I ) :rom the tea-
cher's desk to his ow:l. A: -ow 15 second
for a child to return to his own seat
after complet,ng a task (i.e., placing a
word card on the wall). Pencil sharpen-
ing 11/2 mins. Getting a drink - 11/2

mins tfountain in ro,:u), Getting a

book - 11/2 mins. (t_ii? 1:mit starts frorr
the second that thc. L:Ii1J, gets out of

sue, it). Going Lo the ,athcoom: W 2

min. limit, 30 limit beginninc
when the child leaye.,F bathroom.

Note: If the child returns to the chair

after 11/2 (or 2 mins., where appli
cable), but during the 10 sec.
inter-interval period, the "0"
will be recorded in the 20 sec.
interval just prior to the 10 sec
interval.

Going to get a reading book during a math

lesson. When a child is full standing an(
the back of legs touch chair, or child is



F:' :oludes:

fully standing and is tcuching hack of
chair wLth hands. GoLng to teacher's
desk when not permitted. throwing away
papers. Stretch (if ehilo actually
leaves -,eat).

Retrieca'. of an accidentally dropped task-
related object. Leaning forward to pick
up an object even if all contact with the
chair is momentarily lost, providing "the
child is not standing fully erect on feet.
Include if child begins crawling around on
floor after retrieving object, also, in-
clude if child is moving from desk in a
crouched position, so as not to let the
teacher see him, etc.

2) Modified out of chair --symbol e

Purpose: Modified out of chair is intended to moni-
tor less intense motor behavior than dis-
played in out of chair, and behavior which
is usually only distracting for the child
himself rather than others.

Description: Movement of child from his chair, with some
of his weight still being supported by the
chair.

Critical
Points:

Includes:

Excludes:

The child is still at his desk and some of
his weight is being supported by the chair

Leaning forward to pick up an a-ject even
if all contact with the chair is momentar-
ily lost, providing the child is not stand,
ing fully erect on feet. Bouncing in
chair, e.g., in respondinc3 excitedly to
some event. Xteeling on chair. Sitting
on back of chair. Both feet on or in desk
Lying across chair horizontally. Standing
near desk with one foot on the chair.

When child is fully standng and the back
of legs touch chair. Sitting on one or
both feet. One "cheek" off chair.

3) Touching other's property --- symbol T

Purpose: Touching is intended to monitor behavior
which is distracting to the child and very
often to others when the child comes into
contact with the personal property of
another.

14



pf,:ipti2n: Child -1th anolher's
1.1:-ope.:-y without 1..t7.rmissa;:n to

Crltical
Points:

The child does not p,. mission for
his action and not that his action may or
may not ::vault in an alteration or post
hoc permission.

Includes: Grabbing, .,-e-arrangi,,q, del,trt-ving the
Pr:-port Uratr:y mrcerial object
as exi.fsion of hand S.. _:-1Ach others'

ptikers' dc:5k
if this act is lncempat.::',..:.? wt;:n learning
(i.e., the child is at:.endIng to the act).
Touching desk of anothef, ,Mother other
person is seated 'in it o. not (this in-
ciudos teacher's desk) . ResLing elbows
on desk behind if this act is incompatible
with learning or annoy he other child.

-Exc._ucles Touching others on the hack r any part of
the body or clothing. Use of Shared poss-
essions skich as rulers, erasers, art mat-
erials. Elbow resting on another's desk
of hand brushing against it:, it the desks
are together and neighbor is not disturbed
and such an act is not incompatible with
learning. Walking past a desk, chair, etc.
and accidentally brushing or t:Aiching the
desk, chair, etc i.e., chik5 is not at-
tending to the

Note: When cLi10 is al: :.,72Lcner's desk
permin, am:" is waiting tc

be 111,ped, do e-:,-re idle
touching of objoc e on teacher's
desk. Touching sholl r:,e. scored,

if the teachrlr soeciftcally in-
structs child to stop and child
continues or if child is instruct-
ed to perform some task at desk
and then hegirs to touch objects
on desk.

calization symbol .!

Purpose: Vocalization is intended to monitor verbal
behavior which is usually distracting to
both the child and to others.

Description: For the sake of consistency, any audible
non-permitted vocalization is to be re-
corded even though in the opinion of the
observer it did not "seem" disruptive. AnI

15



Critical
Peints:

Includes:,

Excludes:

nene:,e:mith.e "aediblc" behavior emanating
frem fneeth.

Vre 0-)ecrver must aetea l ! h ear the vocal-
ieei Iuferences are net accepi-able
ex:ept as noted below.

If vocalization is obvio:,s, but can't be
heard (obvious - if another child responds).
Answering viithout being called on. Moan-
ing. Yawning. Any noise made with mouth
when eating unless chile, has permission
to eat. Any vocalizatior made in response
to the disruptive behavier of another
child, e.(7., telling ane;her child to re-
turn stolen article, crying in response to
aggression committed to his person or
peseessions, etc., if the child has not
received permission specifically from the
teaehee te speak. Whispering, belching,
cryieq, shouting, "operaet' coughs or
sneezes.

VecalizEt.en in response& L.,) teacher's
cluese. Sneezing. Automatic coughing.

Nc,:v: Once a child is recognized by the
tEacher, vocalizae:-ion is not
,;cered, regardless f content of
the vocalization: crying, yelling,
etc., until the teacher specific-
ally instructs the child ro stop.

Playing --- symbol P

Purpose: Playing i5 intE,Ced to monitor often subtle
manipulative behavior 1-het is distracting
to the child and poesiblv also distracting
to ethers.

Description: Child uses his hands to play with his own
or ommunity property, se that such be-
hevior is incompatible (er would be incom-
pati'ele) with learning.

Child usee his hands to manipulate his own
oL community. property.

Critical
Points:

Includes: Playing with toy car when assignment is
spelling. Playing with comb or pocket
book. Eating only when the hands are being
used - chewing gum is not rated as P une
less child touches or manipulates it with
his hands: Poking holes in workbook.

16



Excludes:

Cleaning nails with pencil. Drawing on
self. Manipulating pencil in much a man-

to make the behavi )1- incompatible
with lfiarni;:g, =2.g. Pencil back

through
air z- «t1 air ,1 -a,;_ Pi :-cabs, nails,
or n' s,"' if desir:.d 'o-.)eot" is separ-
at-,d frff. f:,:? body al:. ..1).p,,lated. Look-
ing into desk an.: mov:.rtg but. .7oes

nc,t .ome out with a tas1:-rehlted
Working with non-task rated
material, e.g., whnn told
to read pace 1, d:,ing ,xcith when told to do
spelling, etc.

ToucLing others' property. Flaying with
own clothes.

Not IncitAdo if ;a removed
iYOM ,

ht;Ltons, scari, an..: Is /1,-n-

ipulated.
Lifting desk or chair with feet (rate N if
this creates audible noise). Random bang-
ing of pencil on desk (rate N if audible).
Simple twiddling pencil if it is not seen
as being incompatible with learning.

Note: Rate twiddling pencil, banging
or putting pencil in

11.-uth, hair, behind ear, etc., if
ch:ld attends to such behavior: one
c.(:ases attending t.. assigned task.
Opciational eefiniti-:n of attend -
ing hi ld either 1.0:41E at man-
ipulated obje,.t or legins to man-
ipulate object in n.)nrandom pat-
terns for-more than 5 seconds.

Picking scabs, nails, or nose if the de-
sired "object" is not separate from the
body.

Orienting Response --- pymbf_,1 0

Purpose: Orienting is intended to monitor the gross
motor bc"n.ivior of turning- sound from the
designated point. cf reference. Such be-
havior is distracting to since it
usually precludes attending to assigned
task, and is often distracting to others.

Description: Child turns more than 90 degrees from poin
of reference while seated.

17



Critical The child must be in his seat; he may be
Points: in a modified position; and orienting

includes both horizontal and vertical
axis.

Includes: TurntY:::, z, a n 1:1,:oking to

the re-: r T.irning around in
chair .r around. Leaning
back in rna: 'Lan degrees.

N)te: ::::ferencE, is typically
child's desk, ba. may be the tea-
cher if -11d children are directed
to attend to her. If child
should turn desk at some angle,
point of reference becomes where
desk was originally, not to where
the child has move,;: it. Also,
the Child's chin should be used
as the indicator f how far he
has turned. Th:r-fore orienting
is rated when child's chin has
turned Tore than deqrees from
point: oi reference-.

Exniudes: Orienting during class discussions when the
teacher directs (eith implicitly explic-
itly) the class to attend to a child's
explication of ?r1 answer. Orienting while
picking up a task related object. When
child is in corner or otherwise out of his
chair.

Noise - - -symbol N

PuEpose: Noise is intended to monitor the frequency
of distracting sounds produced by -he chile
othr than vocalization.

Doscqption: Child is creating any audible noise, with-
out permission, (,ter than vocalization.
For the sake of consistency, and audible
sound is to be recorded even though In
the observer's opinion dle not "seem"
disruptive.

The observer must actuate hear the sound
to rate it. Inferences are not acceptable

Critical
_Points:

Includes: Turning pages in an exaggerated manner,
producing noise. Moving desk around.
Pencil tapping. lAanging of any &-ject.
Fishing in desk without cnming out with
anything et coming out 1,,.th an inapprop-
riate object (if noise lo actually made in

lei



the process). Shuffling feet more than
once each way. Any noise made while get-
ting r'ut of chair without permission. In
genrol, nly noic,T, made in conjunction with

-,ny noise
Then c1-1_1r1 rc ti a ..thee

obiT:c! :11 an kit).

Zhlift:ino -a.(-h way).

ob)t (book or pg-.ncC Pts"1:.ng
back and fort l .e a permitt,h.1
act (e.g., to gc! o onject) .

8) Aggrssion --- symbol A

Purpose: To m.:,asure the highly disruptte behavior
physical assaults.

Des:.Trintion: Child makes an intense m.:v.,me.it diecred
at another person so as to co7.1e into con-
tac. with him, either Dir:cCi. .1- by using
a material object as an e<tens'_of, of the
hand.

Points:
Intention ls to be recl.Tit3 rathPr than
just accuracy of assault.-.(e.q., agq:7es-
sion is recorded if ohild throcfe pen t1 or
swings at. another. :.eoardl.,:.s t'f whether

n-)t- the pencil or motion h:-:s the

Includes: 1-1.)ck;.ng ci.he...-s with arms -)r body from at-_

taining goal (e.g., whiic waning up aisle).
Tripleing. Kicking. Throwing.

Excludes: Brushing against another in,::iude if ac-
tion is contixually repra;:ed so as to
tease or annoy).

9) Time-off-task --- symbol X

Purpose: Time-oft-task is intended to monitor non-
attending benavior, that, if excessive,
is detrimental to child's performance.

Description: Child does not do assigned work for entire
20 second interval.

Critical
Points:

Child makes no attending response for the
entire 20 se-ond interval. Child must
only attend, i.e., "looking at," his work.
Inferences that, the isn't really think-
ing about it," are not acceptable.
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Includes:

Excludes:

Child does not write when so assigned.
Mild does n7..t read when s assigned.

w rki:g on inappr.,pr.ate material
:vat; etc. Day-

-F1,( t-,2 in n(,- working.-
additional

rk h-i: when w;. -h assigned

'ask, (' J.(rLly sits at r-VS4 begins to
pl-Ay f(Ir entire interval. When in corner,
child's head mast be witl-in a 45 degree
angle from the r:-ncr irmed by 2 wills
(i.e., if his 1-cad is facing .thr of the
2 walls eire.ntly, for a 20 3n ueriod,
he wculzi b: rs!ed X).

Child has his 'and raised tc zIsk questions.
Child is told he may cease wrking if he
so desires.

10) No inappropriate behavior as defined by the above
categories --- symbol -
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